N. DURÉE ET ORGANISATION DU TEMPS DE TRAVAIL

N1 DETERMINATION OF THE WORKING METHODS AND THE TIMETABLE (concerns only the employees; C7=3)
The person determines it, itself, its working methods and its timetable?
• Oui................................................ .................................. 1
• Non................................................ .................................. 0

N2 A NUMBER OF COMPANIES OR CUSTOMERS FOR WHICH THE PERSON WORKS (concerns only the employees; C7=3)
The person works it regularly for one only company or only one customer?
• Oui................................................ .................................. 1
• Not, it works regularly for several companies or customers........................................ 0

N3 END OF CONTRACT (concerns only the employees; C7=3)
How finishes the contract of employment?
• The contract ends once that the product or them services were provided........................................ 1
• The working relationship continues to exist one time that the product or the services was provided.......... 3
• The contract ends after the duration fixed in advance........................................ 2

N4 OVERTIME IN WEEK OF REFERENCE (concerns only the employees; C7=3)
The person it carried out hours additional during the week of reference?
• Non................................................ .................................. 0
• If so, how much?

N5 A NUMBER OF OVERTIME REMUNEREEES (concerns only the employees; C7=3)
To indicate the number of overtime remunerated

N6 WORK POSTS (concerns only the employees; C7=3)
The person has a posted work?
• Oui................................................ .................................. 1
• Non................................................ .................................. 3
to pass to the N8 question

N7 TYPES OF WORK POSTS (concerns only the employees; C7=3)
To indicate the type of posted work:
• Posted work continuous.................................................................................. 1
• Posted work semi-continuous................................................................. 2
• System of 2 teams: double day shift.......................................................... 3
• Equip with jour/nuit in alternation.............................................................. 4
• Regular work in a certain team................................................................... 5
• Other type of work posted............................................................................. 6

definition of the working time

N8 SCHEDULES OF WORK VARIABLE (concerns only the employees; C7=3)
The person can it use her credit of hours at ends of leave?
• a work with fixed hours........................................................................ 1
• a work with annualisation of the working time........................................... 2
to pass to the N10 question
• a work with capitalization of the working time......................................... 3
to pass to the N9 question
• fixed individualized schedules of a commun run agreement.......................... 4
• the possibility of determining itself its employment time.............................. 5
• other situation.............................................................................................. 6
to pass to the N10 question

N9 USE OF THE CREDIT OF HOURS (concerns only the employees; C7=3)
The person can it use her credit of hours at ends of leave?
• Oui................................................ .................................. 1
• Non................................................ .................................. 0
N10 CONTRACTS MINIMUM-MAXIMUM, WORK ON CALL OR CONTRACTS " ZERO HOUR " (concerns only the employees; C7=3)

To indicate the type of contract:

- **Contract 'min-max'**
  - A minimum number of hours guaranteed by contract. With case where this number is exceeded, hours prestées in more are not remunerated by the rate raised.................. 1

- **Contract 'zero-hours'**
  - Presentation with work only on call.......................... 2
  - Other type of contract............................................. 0

N11 REASONS FOR WORK POSTS (concerns only the people who have a posted work)

For which reasons, the person it accepted a posted work

- Preference personal.......................................................... 1

- No other formula existed for an employment similar (in the profession or the branch of activity concerned).......................................................... 2

N12 REASONS FOR ACCEPTANCE OF INSTALLATION WORKING TIME (concerns only the people N8 = 2,3 or N10 = 1,2)

For which reasons, the person it accepted adaptations of the working time

- Preference personal.......................................................... 1

- No similar work (in the profession or the branch of activity concerned) with schedules normal................. 2